We study the unipotent completion Π dR un (x0, x1, XK ) of the de Rham fundamental groupoid [De] of a smooth algebraic variety over a local non-Archimedean field K of characteristic 0. We show that the vector space Π dR un (x0, x1, XK ) carries a certain additional structure. That is a Q ur p -space Πun(x0, x1, XK ) equipped with a σ-semi-linear operator φ, a linear operator N satisfying the relation N φ = pφN , and a weight filtration W · together with a canonical isomorphism Π dR un (x0, x1, XK )⊗KK Πun(x0, x1, XK )⊗ Q ur pK . We prove that an analogue of the monodromy conjecture holds for Πun(x0, x1, XK ).
Abstract. We study the unipotent completion Π dR un (x0, x1, XK ) of the de Rham fundamental groupoid [De] of a smooth algebraic variety over a local non-Archimedean field K of characteristic 0. We show that the vector space Π dR un (x0, x1, XK ) carries a certain additional structure. That is a Q ur p -space Πun(x0, x1, XK ) equipped with a σ-semi-linear operator φ, a linear operator N satisfying the relation N φ = pφN , and a weight filtration W · together with a canonical isomorphism Π dR un (x0, x1, XK )⊗KK Πun(x0, x1, XK )⊗ Q ur pK . We prove that an analogue of the monodromy conjecture holds for Πun(x0, x1, XK ).
As an application, we show that the vector space Π dR un (x0, x1, XK ) possesses a distinguished element. In other words, given a vector bundle E on XK together with a unipotent integrable connection, we have a canonical isomorphism Ex 0 Ex 1 between the fibres. This construction is a generalisation of Colmez's p-adic integration (rk E = 2) and Coleman's p-adic iterated integrals (XK is a curve with good reduction).
In the second part, we prove that, for a smooth variety XK 0 over an unramified extension of Qp with good reduction and r ≤ p−1 2 , there is a canonical isomorphism Π dR r (x0, x1, XK 0 ) ⊗ B dR Π et r (x0, x1, XK 0 ) ⊗ B dR compatible with the action of the Galois group (Π dR r (x0, x1, XK 0 ) stands for the level r quotient of Π dR un (x0, x1, XK )). In particular, this implies the crystalline conjecture for the fundamental group [Shi] (for r ≤ p−1 2 ).
Introduction
1.1. Notation. Throughout this paper, k stands for a finite field of characteristic p > 2, W (k) is the ring of Witt vectors, K 0 is its field of fractions, K is a finite extension of K 0 with ring of integers R ⊂ K, and e is its ramification index.
1.2. For a smooth scheme X over a field of characteristic 0, we denote by DM(X) the category of vector bundles on X together with an integrable connection.
An object E of this category is called unipotent of level r if there exists a filtration
where E i are subobjects, such that the quotients E i /E i−1 are trivial. This means that the vector bundle E i /E i−1 is generated by its global parallel sections. We denote the full subcategory of DM(X) consisting of unipotent bundles of level r by DM r (X) and put DM un (X) := r DM r (X). This category carries a natural tensor structure.
1.3. Let X K0 be a smooth scheme of finite type over K 0 . For a pair of points x 0 , x 1 ∈ X K0 (K) we denote by π et 1 (XK, x 0 , x 1 ) the set of isomorphisms between the corresponding functors from the category of finite etale schemes over XK = X × specK to the category of finite sets.
1.4. To state the first main result, we assume that the scheme X K0 has a good compactification over spec W (k). That is a smooth proper schemeX over spec W (k) with a divisor Z ⊂X with normal crossings relative to spec W (k) and an isomorphism X K0 (X − Z) × spec W (k) spec K 0 .
1.5. Assume that r ≤ p−1 2 . For any object E of the category DM r (XK), a pair of points x 0 , x 1 ∈ X(K), and an etale path λ ∈ π et 1 (XK, x 0 , x 1 ), we construct a parallel translation
Here B dR is the universal ring of periods introduced by Fontaine in [Fo] .
1.6. To formulate the result more precisely, it is convenient to introduce a certain category, which is, in fact, a modification of the fundamental groupoid [De] .
A point x ∈ X K0 (K) defines a fibre functor F x : DM r (XK) −→ VectK to the category of vector spaces overK. Consider the category P dR r (XK), whose objects x are points of X K0 (K) and whose set of morphisms between two points x 0 , x 1 is the vector space of morphisms between the corresponding fibre functors:
Mor P dR r (XK ) (x 0 , x 1 ) = Mor(F x0 , F x1 ). In the same way, we define the category P et r (XK), simply by replacing vector bundles with connections by unipotent etale locale systems of Q p -vector spaces.
The categories P dR r (XK) and P et r (XK) carry a natural action of the Galois group Gal(K/K 0 ). 1.7. Given a homomorphism of rings C → C and a category A with the structure of a C-module on Mor A ( * ; * ) compatible with the composition, we denote by A ⊗ C C the category whose set of objects is the same but whose set of morphisms between objects V and W is Mor A (V ; W ) ⊗ C C .
1.8. Theorem A. Assume that r ≤ p−1 2 . Then there exists a functor I XK : P et r (XK) ⊗ Qp B dR −→ P dR r (XK) ⊗K B dR identity on objects and satisfying the following conditions.
(a) I XK establishes an equivalence between the categories. In particular, the functor I XK depends only on the scheme XK itself and not on the choice of a good model. This is a true fact but it is not proven in this paper.
1.10. Unfortunately, we were not able to find a direct construction of this functor; our proof is very implicit. It is based on the theory of variations of p-adic Hodge structures developed by Faltings [Fa] . (We use this term for the category MF ∇ (X) ⊗ Q of certain filtered F -crystals introduced loc. cit.)
1.11. The proof of Theorem 1 consists of the following steps. First, we construct the parallel translation (1) for a certain universal unipotent local system. Let Π dR r (X K0 ) be a vector bundle on X K0 × X K0 together with a unipotent connection of level r characterised by the following property:
Given another object E of the category DM r (X K0 × X K0 ), we have a canonical isomorphism
where ∆ : X K0 → X K0 × X K0 is the diagonal embedding. The fibre of Π dR r (X K0 ) over (x 0 , x 1 ) is canonically identified with Mor(F x0 , F x1 ). The identity morphism Id : Π dR r (X K0 ) → Π dR r (X K0 ) gives rise to a parallel section 1 : O ∆ → ∆ * Π dR r (X K0 ).
(3)
1.12. The main step is the construction of a variation of p-adic Hodge structure on Π dR r (X K0 ). The similar construction over the field of complex numbers is well known. It is based on an interpretation of fibres in terms of homology groups of a certain simplicial scheme. In our case, we have found a different construction based on a simple linear algebra argument. It works over C as well.
We prove by induction on r that there exists a unique variation of Hodge structure on Π dR r (X K0 ) such that the map (2) is a morphism of Hodge structures for any unipotent level r variation E. For this purpose, we consider the exact sequence 0 −→ I −→ Π dR r (X K0 ) −→ Π dR r−1 (X K0 ) −→ 0. By the induction hypothesis, the boundary terms are endowed with Hodge structures. We show that there is a unique Hodge structure on Π dR r (X K0 ) such that the map (3) is a morphism of Hodge structures.
Given a point x 0 ∈ X K0 (K 0 ), we denote by Π dR r (X K0 , x 0 ) the restriction of the variation of Hodge structure Π dR r (X K0 ) to the fibre X K0 × x 0 . 1.13. Next, we make use of the functor
from the category of variations of Hodge structures to the category of etale locally constant sheaves on X K0 . It was constructed by Faltings. We prove that, for any point x ∈ X K0 (K) and a variation E, there is a canonical isomorphism of fibres (D(E)) x ⊗ B dR E x ⊗ B dR (5) (this is not entirely obvious if the point reduces to infinity in the special fibre).
Applying (4) and (5) to Π dR r (X K0 , x), we obtain a parallel translation
In particular, we have an element
It gives rise to a morphism
Finally, we show that this morphism is an isomorphism.
1.14. To formulate our second main result, we let X K be a smooth geometrically connected scheme of finite type over K.
Denote by K st the ring of polynomials K[l(p)] in a formal variable l(p). Let N : K st → K st be the derivation such that N (x) = 0 for any x ∈ K and N (l(p)) = 1.
We define a map Log : K * → K st to be the unique homomorphism given by the series
on a neighbourhood of 0 ∈ K and satisfying Log p = l(p).
Given a vector bundle E on X K together with a unipotent integrable connection and a pair of points x 0 , x 1 ∈ X K (K), we construct a canonical isomorphism
Notice that it does not depend on any additional choices, like that of an etale path.
Fixing the point x 0 and letting the second point x 1 vary, we obtain a locally analytic parallel trivialization of the bundle over X K (K) 1 .
We would like to emphasise the striking difference between this result and the well-known picture in real differential geometry: given a differential manifold M and a vector bundle E over M together with an integrable connection, one has a canonical trivialization not of E itself but, rather, of its pullback to the universal coveringM → M .
Notice also that, over a non-Archimedean field, the property of being locally analytic and parallel does not characterise the trivialization uniquely, since X K (K) is totally disconnected. The key idea, which goes back to Dwork, is to use the Frobenius morphism to distinguish "true" locally analytic parallel sections.
Before giving more details of the construction, we have to reformulate the problem in the Tannakian language.
the fibre functor to the category of K st -modules. Let
be the set of all morphisms C satisfying the following conditions.
for any objects E and E . Given a morphism of smooth connected schemes
we denote by f * the canonical map
The map N : K st → K st induces a K-linear endomorphism (denoted by the same letter N ) of the space Mor(F x0 ⊗ K st ; F x1 ⊗ K st ).
Theorem B. There exists a canonical element
satisfying the following conditions.
(1) For any triple x 0 , x 1 , x 2 ∈ X(K),
We have an identification of fibres after tensoring with Kst. Therefore, to get a trivialization, we have to choose an l(p) ∈ K.
(2) For any object E of the category DM un (X K ), the translation (6) is locally analytic in the variables x 0 and x 1 and parallel with respect to the connecton.
(3) For any morphism (7), f * (C x0;x1;X K ) = C f (x0);f (x1);Y K . (4) Let K ⊂ L be a finite field extension. Then C x0;x1;X K = C x0;x1;X L .
(5) Let f be a non-vanishing function on X K , and let E be the trivial vector bundle with a basis e −1 , e 0 . We define a connection ∇ :
Here ω is the differential form df f . Then the parallel translation
for any object E of the category DM r+1 (X K ).
1.17. We also propose the following conjecture.
Conjecture 1. The collection
satisfying the above conditions is unique.
1.18. The above result generalises the construction of iterated integrals on a curve with good reduction by R. Coleman and E. de Shalit [Co] , [CoSh] , on the one hand, and, on the other hand, Colmez's theory of p-adic integration [Col] . The former is essentially equivalent to our construction of the canonical parallel translation in the case when X K is a curve with good reduction, while the second author treats the case of an arbitrary smooth scheme X K , but when E is of rank 2. Conjecture 1 is also proven by Colmez in the rank 2 case.
1.19. Let us explain the idea of our construction of C x0;x1;X K .
First, we show that the space Π dR r (x 0 ; x 1 ; X K ) = Mor(F x0 , F x1 ) possesses a certain additional structure. That is a vector space Π ur r (x 0 ; x 1 ; X K ) over the maximal unramified extension K ur 0 together with an action of a nilpotent linear operator N , an invertible Frobenius-linear operator φ satisfying the relation
and an isomorphism
commuting with the action of N . (Compare with a conjecture of Fontaine: according to this conjecture, the de Rham cohomology of any smooth variety over K possesses such a structure.)
1.20. It turns out that, if X K has a good compactification over spec R (see 1.4 for the definition), the space (Π ur r (x 0 ; x 1 ; X K )) φ of invariants is one-dimensional over Q p and, moreover, it has a unique element C x0;x1;X K characterised by the property
1.21. In general, we show that the vector space Π ur r (x 0 ; x 1 ; X K ) possesses a canonical ("weight") filtration
The last assertion is derived from a variant of the monodromy conjecture [Illusie 2] for Π ur r (x 0 ; x 1 ; X K ). In turn, the latter follows from a result of [Mo] . Hence, the space V r contains a unique element C r (X K ; x 0 ; x 1 ) satisfying (8).
1.22. In the case when X K is proper and has a smooth model over spec R, a similar construction has been independently found by Besser [Bes] .
The weight filtration on Π ur r (x 0 ; x 1 ; X K ) has been independently (and by a different method) constructed by Kim and Hain [KH] .
We would like to stress that Theorem A, at least in the case when X K0 is proper and x 0 = x 1 , is equivalent to the crystalline conjecture for the fundamental group invented by Shiho. He also announced a proof of this conjecture (see [Shi] ).
We were informed by Beilinson that he was aware that Theorem A was true.
This paper is an extended version of author's Ph.D. Thesis. It was finished when the author was staying at the Institut des Hautes Etudes Scientifiques in summer 2001.
We advise the reader familiar with logarothmic crystals to skip Section 2 (it contains definitions and results which are assumed to be known) and proceed directly to Section 3.
Logarithmic crystals
In this section, we recall some aspects of the theory of logarithmic crystals developed by Kato [Ka] , [Il2] . It will be used throughout the text.
2.1. Logarithmic structure. A prelogarithmic structure on a scheme X is a pair (M X ; α X ), where M X is a sheaf (in the etale topology) of commutative monoids on X and α X is a morphism from (M X ) into the multiplicative monoid O X .
A prelogarithmic structure is called logarithmic if the restriction
It is easy to see that any prelogarithmic structure is mapped to a corresponding universal logarithmic structure, called associated. If f : X → Y is a morphism of schemes and Y is equipped with a logarithmic structure (M Y ; α Y ), we define a logarithmic structure f * (M Y ) on X to be the structure associated to f −1 M Y .
A logarithmic structure (M X ; α X ) is called fine if, locally in the etale topology, it is associated to a prelogarithmic structure of the form (P X ; β X ), where P X is a constant sheaf of monoids with finitely generated integral value P .
A morphism i : U → T of fine logarithmic schemes is called a thickening (nilpotent thickening) if the underlying map of schemes is a closed immersion defined by a nilideal (respectively, a nilpotent ideal) and the map i * M T → M U is an isomorphism.
Logarithmic smoothness is defined using Grothendieck's infinitesimal lifting property for logarithmic thickening.
2.2.
What follows is a list of basic examples which will appear in this text.
(a) The trivial logarithmic structure, M X = O * X . (b) Normal crossings divisors. Let X be a regular scheme and D ⊂ X be a normal crossings divisor relative to spec S. This means that, etale locally, D is given by the equation t 1 t 2 . . . t i = 0, where t 1 , t 2 , . . . , t i is a part of regular system of local parameters at a point. We denote by U = X\D → X the obvious inclusion and define
If, in addition, we are given a smooth morphism X → S and D ⊂ X is a normal crossings divisor relative to spec S, then the morphism X → S of log schemes, where S is equipped with the trivial logarithmic structure, is smooth.
(c) Semi-stable reduction. Let S stand for the spectrum of a discrete valuation ring, s be its closed point, and X/S be a scheme with semi-stable reduction. The special fibre X s is a divisor with normal crossing; hence, by virtue of (b), it defines a logarithmic structure on X. Introducing a log structure on S by applying (b) to the pair s → S, we obtain a smooth morphism of log schemes X → S.
(d) Logarithmic points. Let X be the spectrum of a field k. Define M X = N × k * → k by (0, a) → a and (n, a) → 0 if n > 0. The canonical morphism from the logarithmic point to the point with the trivial log structure is not smooth. There is a universal derivation -"Kahler differentials" Ω 1
. Then the natural map
into a complex. Note that, in our example (b), the sheaf Ω 1 X/D (d log ∞) coincides with the sheaf of differential 1-forms with logarithmic singularities at D.
2.4. Log crystalline site. Let X → S be a morphism of fine log schemes, p N O S = 0 for some integer N and I be a sheaf of ideals on S endowed with a PD-structure γ. We assume that γ extends to X. The objects of crystalline site are triples (U, T, δ), where U is a scheme etale over X and (T, δ) is a logarithmic PD-thickening over (S, γ) .
Similarly, the nilpotent crystalline site consists of all PD-nilpotent thickenings.
The logarithmic crystals are defined as usual. Let i : X → Z be an exact closed immersion into a log smooth scheme over S (i. e., a map such that the underlying map of schemes is a closed immersion and i * M Z → M X is an isomorphism) and let D be the PD-envelope of i.
One can check that the category of crystals on the crystalline site is equivalent to the category of O D modules E on D (in the etale topology) with an integrable connection ∇ : E → E ⊗ O Z Ω 1 Z/S (d log ∞) having the following property: Let x ∈ X be a point,x be its separable closure of x, and t i (1 ≤ i ≤ r) be elements of (M Z )x such that d log(t i ) 1≤i≤r is a basis of ω 1 Z/S,x . Then, for any section f of E on a neighbourhood ofx and any i, there exist m 1 , . . . , m k , n 1 , . . . , n k ∈ N such that
It is easy to prove that, if this condition holds for one choice of (t i ) 1≤i≤r , then it holds for any choice of (t i ) 1≤i≤r .)
The crystals on the nilpotent crystalline site are described similarly. Suppose that the immersion i : X → D is defined by a sheaf of ideals J X on D. A crystal on the nilpotent site corresponds to a sheaf E of modules over
complete with respect to the topology defined by J
. Moreover, the de Rham complex computes the crystalline cohomology of E. More precisely, if we denote by π : (X/S) cris → X et the natural map of topoi, we have a canonical isomorphism
. Unless otherwise specified, we deal with the nilpotent site.
Filtered logarithmic crystals.
A filtered log crystal on X/S is a log crystal E together with a decreasing sequence of subsheaves F n (E) ⊂ E such that, on any
T is the PD-power of the ideal of U → T ) and, for any morphism of PD-thickenings f :
2.6. Example. Assume that X is log smooth over S. Then any log crystal E (as explained above, this is the same as an O X -module E X with an integrable log connection) together with a filtration F n (E X ) ⊂ E X by O X -submodules satisfying the Griffiths-transversality
The theory of log crystals can be extended to the case of a p-adic formal base S in the usual way.
Log F -crystals on the formal disk
The results of this section are mostly known ( [Co] , [Fa2] , [Og] ) or at least rely on well-known ideas. Nevertheless, we could not find them in the literature in a form suitable for direct use.
3.1. Notations. K is a finite extension of Q p with ring of integers R and residue field k, W (k) ⊂ R is the ring of Witt vectors, and K 0 is its field of fractions.
We start with some auxiliary results on logarithmic connections. LetS be a formal scheme over Spf R isomorphic to
and let D = D i →S be a divisor with normal crossing given by the equations x i = 0. We would like to stress that we do not fix coordinates onS. Denote by s the point Spf R = i D i →S. The divisor D gives rise to a logarithmic structure onS (see 2.2). We would like to stress once more that we do not fix coordinates onS.
LetS an be the corresponding rigid analytic space over K. For any 0 < α ≤ 1, we denote byS an (α) ⊂S an the open disk of radius α. This is an open subspace ofS an whoseK-points are given by the inequalities |x i | < α (i = 1, 2 . . . , n). The subspaceS an (α) does not depend on the choice of coordinates. Let S an (α) stand for the complementS an (α) − D an .
Consider a vector bundle
Here Ω 1 S (log ∞) stands for the sheaf of differential forms with at most logarithmic singularities at D an →S an (α).
The connection gives rise to a family of commuting linear operators ("residues") acting on the fibre E s . To construct it, we choose local coordinates x i as above and consider the map (1 ⊗ cont( d dxi ))∇ : E → E. Here cont( d dxi ) is the contraction operator. It is easy to see that the last map descends to the fibre E s . Moreover, one can check that the resulting map does not depend on the choice of local coordinates. We denote it by N i . , that
Conversely, given a vector space E s over K and a family of linear operators
is the ring of analytic functions onS an (α)) with the logarithmic connection given by
The connection is integral provided that N i commute. As before, one can check (although it is slightly less trivial) that ( E s ; ∇) does not depend on the choice of coordinates.
Lemma 1. Let E be a vector bundle onS an (α) with a logarithmic integrable connection. Assume that the operators N i are nilpotent. Then, for a sufficiently small β ≤ α, there exists a unique isomorphism
The proof repeats the well-known argument over the field of complex numbers [De] .
If we define the category of vector bundles with a logarithmic integrable connection onS an (0) to be the injective limit of the corresponding categories onS an (α), the previous lemma can be reformulated as follows.
Lemma 2. The category of bundles with connection with nilpotent residues N i on S an (0) is equivalent to the category of vector spaces over K together with actions of commuting operators N i .
The proof is omitted. In particular, we have an action of N i on any object of the latter category. We are going to show that, in certain cases, the isomorphism in Lemma 1 extends to a larger disk. [Co] , we define a canonical extension A Log (S an (α)) of the ring of rigid analytic functions A(S an (α)) onS an (α) as
Logarithmic extension. Following Coleman
It is easy to check (see [Co] ) that the algebra A Log (S an (α)) is isomorphic to the polynomial algebra A(S an (α))[l(x i )]. Of course, these isomorphisms depend on the choice of coordinates.
The module A Log (S an (α)) carries a canonical logarithmic connection
In addition, A Log (S an (α)) is endowed with a family of commuting parallel endomorphisms
We define N i to be the unique derivation such that
3.4. The unipotent nearby cycles functor Ψ un . The following is inspired by Beilinson's construction of the unipotent nearby cycles functor [Be] . Given a vector bundle E onS an (α) together with a logarithmic integrable connection, we define the space of unipotent nearby cycles to be the space of parallel sections E ⊗ A Log (S an (α)):
The action of N i on the logarithmic extension A Log (S an (α)) induces that on the vector space Ψ un (E).
. Given a vector bundle E with an integrable log connection onS an (α), we define a similar bundle onS K as
We have dim E ∇ ≤ dim E ∇ . Hence it suffices to check the statement for vector bundles onS K . In this case, the result is known [De] .
Proposition 4. Assume that the residues N i : E s → E s are nilpotent. Then the following are equivalent:
Moreover, for a sufficiently small β ≤ α, the restriction E|S an(β) satisfies the equivalent conditions above.
The proof is obvious.
3.5. Unipotent connections. Denote the category of bundles with unipotent logarithmic connections onS an (α) by DM Log un (S an (α)). By definition, a logarithmic connection on E is unipotent if it can be obtained by successive extensions of bundles with trivial logarithmic connections. A logarithmic connection is called trivial if the bundle is generated by parallel sections.
The functor Ψ un provides an equivalence between the category DM Log un (S an (α)) and the category of finite-dimensional vector spaces over K 0 endowed with commuting nilpotent endomorphisms N i . Proof. We show by induction on the level r that the functor
is an equivalence of categories (we use the notation introduced in the proof of Lemma 3). Assume that this is true for levels strictly less than r. To prove that the assertion holds for the level r, it is sufficient to check that the evident map
is an isomorphism for any E of level strictly less than r. First, it is clear that the map is surjective.
The Ext 1 -groups can be computed by the logarithmic de Rham complex. Hence the statement follows from the following simple fact:
If
This completes the proof.
3.6. Let L be a finite extension of K.
We define a locally analytic function Log : L * → L st = L[l(p)] to be the unique homomorphism given by the series
on a neighbourhood of 1 ∈ L and satisfying Log p = l(p). Given a point x ∈ S an (α)(L), we have a homomorphism
Theorem 6. Let E be a vector bundle with a unipotent logarithmic connection. Then there is a canonical isomorphism
Proof. Since the functor Ψ un from the category DM Log un (S an (α)) is exact, it suffices to check the statement in the case of trivial connection, when it is a tautology.
Corollary 7. Under the assumption of Theorem 6, there is a canonical isomorphism of fibers
This corollary is a local version of Theorem B.
3.7. F -crystals. For the rest of this section, we assume thatS is a formal disk over spec
Choose a lifting Fr :S →S of the absolute Frobenius Fr :S × spec k →S × spec k compatible with the logarithmic structure onS. It is easy to see that the endomorphism Fr acts on the spaceS an (α).
An F -crystal onS an (α) is a vector bundle E together with a logarithmic connection and an isomorphism φ : Fr * E E compatible with the connection.
We claim that the categories of F -crystals for different liftings of the Frobenius are equivalent to one another. This follows from the fact that the connection defines a canonical isomorphism Fr * E Fr * E, where Fr is another lifting of the Frobenius.
Lemma 8. Let E be an F -crystal onS an (α). The vector space E ∇ of parallel sections carries a canonical action of φ (i. e., the action is independent of the choice of the lifting of the Frobenius).
The proof is obvious. The logarithmic extension A Log (S an (α)) is an ind-object in the category of Fcrystals: a log lifting of the Frobenius Fr * : A(S an (α)) → A(S an (α)) extends to
The induced structure of (ind-)F -crystal does not depend on the choice of the lifting.
Let H n be the ring K 0 [φ, N i ] generated by φ, N i (i = 1, 2, . . . , n) with the relations
where a ∈ K 0 . We introduce a structure of Hopf algebra (over Q p ) on H n by defining comultiplication by
Next, we let E be an F -crystal onS an (α). By Lemma 8, the vector space Ψ un (E) carries a canonical action of φ. It is easy to check that relations (9) are satisfied, i. e., Ψ un (E) is an H n -module.
Remark. It is instructive to compare the H n -module Ψ un (E) with the naive one, E s . Quite surprisingly, there is no canonical isomorphism between these vector spaces. In fact, the action of φ on the fibre E s does depend on the choice of the lifting of the Frobenius.
Theorem 9. Let 0 < α ≤ 1 and E be a fibre bundle onS an (α) with a logarithmic integrable connection. Assume that E has the structure of an F -crystal. Then the connection is unipotent. In particular, we have a canonical isomorphism
Corollary 10. The tensor category of F -crystals onS an (α) is equivalent to the category of H n -modules finite-dimensional over K 0 .
Proof. Choose a F -crystal structure on E.
The proof is omitted. It follows that the residues N i of the connection are nilpotent. Hence, by Proposition 4, we have an isomorphism of F -crystals
for a small β. To extend this isomorphism to the larger disk, we make use of the following trick invented by Dwork. Pick a lifting Fr of the Frobenius and any γ < α. There exists an integer N such that Fr N (S an (γ)) ⊂S an (β).
Thus (11) induces an isomorphism
We claim that φ N • p • (φ) −N gives the desired isomorphism (10).
3.8. Log F -crystals on schemes. Let X be a log scheme in characteristic p. A log F -crystal on X is a crystal E on the log crystalline site (X/ spec Z p ) cris (spec Z p is endowed with the trivial log structure) together with a morphism φ : Fr * E → E, which is an isomorphism in the category Crystals ⊗ Q.
Theorem 12. Let i : X → Y be a nilpotent log thickining of schemes of finite type over spec F p . Assume that Y can be embedded in a smooth log scheme over spec Z p . The restriction functor i * induces an equivalence of categories:
This is another application of Dwork's trick. The proof is left to the reader. (See [Fa2] , where a similar result is proven.)
Convention. An F -crystal on an arbitrary log scheme X is, by definition, a log crystal on (X × spec F p / spec Z p ) cris .
Corollary 13. Let X be a semi-stable scheme over spec R and i : X k := X × spec R spec k → X be its special fibre. The restriction functor i * induces an equivalence of categories:
3.9. Log F -crystals on the log point spec R. What follows is borrowed from [Fa2] .
Let spec R be the scheme endowed with the log structure given by the closed point. As an application of the above results, we describe the category of log F -crystals on spec R/ spec Z p .
Let E be such a crystal. We are going to show that the vector space K ⊗ R E spec R carries a certain additional structure.
Choose a uniformizer π ∈ R and let f (T ) ∈ W (k)[T ] be its minimal polynomial over W (k) ⊂ R. This is an Eisenstein polynomial of degree e, where e is the ramification index of R/Z p . We have
Denote by V the PD-completion of the ring obtained by adjoining the divided pow-
The Frobenius extends to Fr : spec V → spec V , T → T p . We endow the scheme Spf V with the log structure M Spf V corresponding to the divisor T = 0. There is a natural immersion
By the very definition, a coherent crystal E on the log scheme
This gives rise to a log F -crystal E iπ on the diskS an (q − 1 (p−1)e ). (Here q is the cardinality of the residue field k. So |π| = q − 1 e .) In turn, the latter gives rise to an H 1 -module Ψ un (E iπ ). To make the construction compatible with the finite extensions of the ground field (see 3.10), we twist the above action of H 1 with the endomorphism H 1 → H 1 , φ → φ, N → 1 e N . This leads to a functor Ψ un π : {log F -crystals on spec R} → {modules over H 1 }. A priori it depends on the choice of the uniformizer π. In fact, it does not. More precisely, we have the following result.
Lemma 14. For any uniformizers π, π ∈ R, there exists a canonical isomorphism of functors Ψ un π Ψ un π . Proof. Choose an isomorphism
By definition, for any crystal E, we have a canonical isomorphism r θ :
On the other hand, there is a canonical isomorphism of functors
It gives rise to θ * : Ψ un π Ψ un π . Moreover, the latter commutes with the isomorphism Ψ un π (E) ⊗ K st E spec R ⊗ K st (see Theorem 6). Hence it does not depend on the choice of θ. This completes the proof.
Moreover, Corollary 10 implies the following result.
Theorem 15. There is an equivalence of tensor categories
We define a K-linear operator N : K st → K st to be the derivation of the ring K st such that N (l(p)) = 1.
It acts on both sides of (12). The action on the left-hand side comes from the action on both factors, while E spec R is equipped with the trivial action of N .
Lemma 16. The isomorphism (12) commutes with the action of N .
The proof is a simple direct computation. In particular, we obtain a canonical isomorphism
3.10. Let L ⊃ K be a finite extension, and let p : spec R L → spec R. It is easy to check that Ψ un p * Ψ un 3.11. The Hyodo-Kato isomorphism. LetX be a proper scheme of finite type over spec R, and let Z →X be a divisor such thatX is etale locally isomorphic to
(here π ∈ R is a uniformizer and m is an integer) and Z is given by the equations k∈J s k = 0 for some subset J ⊂ {1, . . . , s j }. Example. p :X → spec R is a proper scheme with a semi-stable reduction, Z = 0.
We endow the schemeX with the logarithmic structure given by the divisor D =X k ∪ Z, i. e., MX = OX ∩ O * X−D . and spec R with the log structure corresponding to the closed point. Put X K := X − D. It is easy to see that the canonical morphism p :X → spec R is log smooth.
One can prove (see [HK] ) that the direct image R * p * O cris is a coherent crystal on spec R. Moreover, the base change theorem implies that there is a canonical isomorphism (R * p * O cris ) spec R ⊗ K H * dR (X K ). By the previous result, it gives rise to an H 1 -module H * st (X) = Ψ un (R * p * O cris ) and a canonical isomorphism
. This construction is due to Hyodo and Kato [HK] . We denote the category of coherent log crystals on a scheme X by C(X).
The following lemma can be proved by making use of the Leray spectral sequence and the fact that the category C(spec R) ⊗ Q has homological dimension 1.
Lemma 17. For any coherent log crystals E and G, the sequence
4. Construction of the canonical parallel translation C x0;x1;X K 0 in the case when X K0 has a good compactification 4.1. Let X K0 be a smooth geometrically connected scheme of finite type over K 0 .
Recall that a good compactification of X K0 is a smooth proper schemeX over spec W (k) with a divisor Z ⊂X with normal crossings relative to spec W (k) and an isomorphism X K0 (X − Z) × spec W (k) spec K 0 . In this section, we prove a special case of Theorem B when X K0 has such a compactification. Although it will not be used in the general construction, the proof of this special case is significantly simpler and the construction has a clear geometrical interpretation.
4.2.
Given an embedding X K0 →X as above, we can interpret the objects of the category DM un (X K0 ) as unipotent crystals on the log schemeX k =X × spec k. More precisely, we have the following result.
Lemma 18. There is an equivalence of categories
Proof. By 2.4, we have a fully faithful functor
It remains to show that its image contains all bundles with unipotent connections. This follows from the fact that, for any unipotent log crystal E onX k , we have
Here the first Ext group is computed in the category of unipotent crystals ⊗Q. The existence of the last isomorphisms follows form the well-known result saying that de Rham cohomology of a smooth scheme X K0 over a field of characteristic 0 can be computed by virtue of the logarithmic de Rham complex on a good compactification X K0 . This completes the proof.
Remark. Lemma 18 implies that {unipotent log crystals onX k } ⊗ Q is an Abelian category. In fact, it is easy to check that the category of unipotent log crystals on X k itself is Abelian. This might be false for the category of unipotent crystals on a nonproper scheme.
As a corollary, we can see that DM un (X K0 ) possesses the additional symmetry
induced by the Frobenius Fr :X k →X k .
4.3.
For a point y given by a morphism i : spec k →X k , we define a fibre functor
If the point does not lie on the divisor Z k → X k , then the vector space F y E is just the stalk K 0 ⊗ W (k) i * cris E. In general, we make use of the theory developed in the previous section and define
Theorem 19. For any pair y 0 ; y 1 ∈X k (spec k), there exists a unique element
satisfying the condition Fr * (C y0;y1;X k ) = C Fr(y0);Fr(y1);X k .
Proof. For an integer r ≥ 1, we consider the subcategory DM r (X K0 ) ⊂ DM un (X K0 ) of unipotent crystals of length r. We denote by Π r (y 0 ; y 1 ) the space of morphisms between the fibre functors F y0 and F y1 restricted to this subcategory. There are canonical surjections Π r+1 (y 0 ; y 1 ) → Π r (y 0 ; y 1 ) and
Mor(F y0 ; F y1 ) = lim ← − Π r (y 0 ; y 1 ).
Note that Π 1 (y 0 ; y 1 ) = K 0 . Choose an integer n such that Fr n acts trivially on k. The Frobenius (14) induces the K 0 -linear endomorphism Fr n : Π r (y 0 ; y 1 ) −→ Π r (y 0 ; y 1 ). Now, the theorem follows from the following lemma.
Key Lemma. The map Π r (y 0 ; y 1 ) → K 0 induces an isomorphism (Π r (y 0 ; y 1 )) Fr n K 0 .
Proof of Key Lemma. Define a filtration on Π r (y 0 ; y 1 ) to be
where 1 ≤ i ≤ r. Similarly, we can define a filtration on the algebra Π r (y 0 ; y 0 ). Next, the vector space Π r (y 0 ; y 1 ) carries the structure of a filtered module over the filtered algebra Π r (y 0 ; y 0 ). Moreover, we have a canonical isomorphism Gr * F (Π r (y 0 ; y 0 )) Gr * F (Π r (y 0 ; y 1 )). This is induced by the action on 1 ∈ K 0 = Π 1 (y 0 ; y 1 ) ⊂ Gr * F (Π r (y 0 ; y 1 )). Hence, it suffices to show that (Gr i F (Π r (y 0 ; y 0 )) Fr n = 0 for i > 1. It is easy to see that Gr 2 F (Π r (y 0 ; y 0 )) = (H 1 cris (X k ) ⊗ W (k) K 0 ) * . It is known that the eigenvalues of Fr n acting on the cohomology group are algebraic numbers and |v(α)| ≥ p n 2 for any eigenvalue α and an embedding v :Q → C. On the other hand, the algebra Gr * F (Π r (y 0 ; y 0 )) is generated by Gr 2 F (Π r (y 0 ; y 0 )). This implies that, for any eigenvalue α of Fr n on Gr i F (Π r (y 0 ; y 0 )), we have |v(α)| ≤ p
This completes the proof of the key lemma and of Theorem 19.
4.4.
In what follows, we let x 0 and x 1 be points of X K0 (K). Such points give rise to morphisms spec R →X, and we denote by y i (i = 0, 1) the corresponding points of the special fibreX k . Let F xi be the usual fibre functors DM un (X K0 ) → Vect K . By Theorem 15 from the previous section, we have a canonical isomorphism of functors
Combining this with Theorem 19, we arrive at canonical isomorphism C x0;x1;X K : F x0 ⊗ K K st F x1 ⊗ K K st whose existence is claimed in Theorem B.
By construction, C x0;x1;X K is compatible with the tensor structure.
4.5. Remark. A priori, an element C x0;x1;X K ∈ Mor ⊗ (F x0 ⊗ K st ; F x1 ⊗ K st ) depends on the choice of a good modelX. It will be proven later that, in fact, C x0;x1;X K does not depend on this auxiliary choice and, moreover, the construction is functorial with respect to any morphism X K0 → X K0 . More precisely, the isomorphism (15) gives rise to
x 1 ) stands for the space of morphisms between the functors restricted to DM r (X K0 ).
Recall that, for any log crystal E onX k , the vector space F yi is endowed with a canonical nilpotent operator N . It gives rise to an endomorphism N of Π r (y 0 ; y 1 ).
In other words, Π dR r (x 0 ; x 1 ) possesses the structure of a log F -crystal (⊗Q) on the logarithmic scheme spec R (with the log structure given by the closed point).
It turns out that this structure depends on X K0 only and, moreover, it exists for any smooth scheme X K which has a semi-stable model over spec R.
The proof of the above statements occupies the next two sections.
5.
Mixed H ur 1 -modules The concept of mixed H ur 1 -module is an invention of Beilinson, Schneider, and Illusie (unpuplished) . For the reader's convenience, we recall it here.
5.1. Notation. We denote by K ur 0 the maximal unramified extension of K 0 and by H ur 1 the ring H 1 ⊗ K0 K ur 0 . The latter is generated by φ, N, a ∈ K ur 0 , satisfying the relations N φ = pφN, φ · a = Fr(a) · φ, N · a = a · N.
5.2.
Purity. Let V be an finite-dimensional H ur 1 -module. Choose a finite unramified extension Q p ⊂ K 0 and an H 1 -stable lattice
Fix an integer c such that Fr c acts trivially on K 0 .
The nilpotent operator N gives rise to an increasing filtration M · V 0 ⊂ V characterised by the property
The filtration is stable under φ c ; hence the latter acts on the associated graded space: Clearly, the definition is independent of the choice of V 0 . It is easy to check that, for any two pure H ur 1 -modules V and V of weights i and i , respectively, we have
provided that i > i . It is conjectured (see, for example, [Il] ) that the log crystalline cohomology group H i st (X) ⊗ Q ur p of a proper semi-stable scheme over spec R is a pure H ur 1 -module of weight i. This conjecture is proven by Mokrane [Mo] in the case when dim X ≤ 2.
Mixed H ur
1 -module and W · V is an increasing filtration by H ur 1 -submodules (W · V is called the weight filtration), with the following condition:
For any integer i, the H ur 1 -module gr W i V is pure of weight i. A morphism of mixed modules is a homomorphism of underlying H ur 1 -modules preserving the filtration.
Property (16) implies the following result.
Proposition 20. Any morphism between mixed modules is strictly compatible with the weight filtration. In particular, the category of mixed modules is Abelian.
In addition, there is an evident tensor structure on the last category.
We suppose that all morphisms are strictly compatible with the filtration. Assume that V 1 and V 3 are mixed. Then V 2 is also mixed.
5.4. The monodromy conjecture for the crystalline cohomology. In this subsection, we recall the statement of the conjecture. It is known to specialists, although we could not find it in the literature.
For a smooth scheme X K of finite type over K, we can construct a finite-dimensional H ur 1 -module H * pst (X K ) together with an increasing filtration W i H * pst (X K ) ⊂ H * pst (X K ) by submodules and a canonical isomorphism
In the case when X K has a compactification X K →X as in 3.11, we define
In the general case, H * pst (X K ) is defined using de Jong's alteration theorem. Conjecture 2. The pair (H n pst (X K ); W · ) is a mixed H ur 1 -module. For n ≤ 2, the conjecture follows form the already cited result of Mokrane (see Appendix).
Mixed unipotent F -crystals
In this section, for a smooth variety XK over specK, we construct a certain category of "mixed unipotent F -crystals". This is a relative version of the concept of a mixed H ur 1 -module (see 5.2). 6.1. Almost semi-stable pairs. LetX be a proper geometrically connected scheme of finite type over spec R, and let Z →X be a divisor. We call the pair (X; Z) almost semi-stable ifX is etale locally isomorphic to
(here π ∈ R is a uniformizer and m is an integer) and Z is given by the equations k∈J s k = 0 for some subset J ⊂ {1, . . . , s j }.
We endowX with the logarithmic structure given by the divisor D =X k ∪ Z, i. e., MX = OX ∩ O *
X−D
It is easy to see thatX is log smooth over the log scheme spec R.
We would like to stress that the class of semi-stable pairs is stable under a finite extension of the base field. 6.2. Mixed log F -crystals. Given a semi-stable pair (X, Z), we denote by C φ (X) the category of coherent log F -crystals onX/ spec W (k) (spec W (k) is endowed with the trivial log structure).
An object E of C φ (X) ⊗ Q is called pure of weight i if, for any finite extension L ⊃ K and a point i : spec R L →X with i(spec L) ⊂X − Z, the H ur 1 -module Ψ un (i * cris E) ⊗ Q ur p is pure of weight i (see 5.2). Next, we define the category C φ W · (X) of mixed F -crystals: an object of this category is a pair (E, W · E), where E is in C φ (X) ⊗ Q and W · E is a filtration satisfying the following condition:
For any integer i, the crystal gr W i E is pure of weight i. It follows from Proposition 16 that C φ W · (X) is an Abelian category.
Remark. Thanks to the results of 3.8, we have:
This shows that the category C φ W · (X) depends on the special fibre X k only. In particular, for any finite totally ramified extension L ⊃ K with ring of integers R L , there is a canonical equivalence
6.3. Mixed unipotent F -crystals. We define a category C φ W · ,un (X) to be the full subcategory of C φ W · (X) whose objects are mixed crystals (E, W · E) with the following properties.
(i) For any i, the F -crystals gr W i E are lifted from the logarithmic point spec R. (ii) For any i, the vector bundle W i E/W i−2 E overX K together with the logarithmic connection is a local system onX K (i. e., the logarithmic connection is a connection in the usual sense).
We denote by C φ W · ,un (X × spec R K ur ) the injective limit of categories C φ W · ,un (X × spec R K ), where K runs over all finite unramified extensions of K.
Let XK be a smooth variety overK. We are going to make use of de Jong's alteration theorem to define a certain category C φ W · ,un (XK) of "mixed unipotent F -crystals on XK".
For this purpose, we choose a finite extension L ⊃ Q p , an integral proper flat schemeX over spec R L , an open subscheme X L →X × spec L together with an isomorphism X L × specK XK, and a resolution X 1p
with the following properties: (0) fp 1 = fp 2 ;
(1) schemesX i (i = 0, 1) are proper over spec R L ;
(2) the mapsf and (p 1 × p 2 ) :X 1 →X 0 ×XX 0 are proper, surjective, and generically etale; (3)X 0 is geometrically irreducible;
(4) the pairs (X i ;
The existence of such a resolution follows from the alteration theorem. We define C φ W · ,un (XK) to be the full subcategory of C φ W · ,un (X 1 ×spec R L ur ) which consists of crystals E such thatp * 1 E p * 2 E. The following proposition and the alteration theorem imply that there is a canonical equivalence between the last categories for different choices of the resolution.
Proposition 22. The functor
induces an equivalence between DM r (X L ) and the full subcategory of DM r (X 0 ) whose objects are local systems E such thatp * 1 E p * 2 E. Proof. First, we note that the map
Hence the functor f * is fully faithful. To complete the proof, it suffices to show that f * induces a surjection on Ext 1 -groups.
Without loss of generality, we may assume that f is finite. Indeed, there exists a closed subscheme D → X L of codimension ≥ 2 such that f is finite over X L − D. On the other hand, the restriction
is an equivalence of categories.
If, in addition, f is etale, then the claim immediately follows from the fact that, for any vector bundle with a unipotent integrable connection (more generally, a connection with regular singularities), we have
. In the general case, we denote by T → X K the ramification divisor of f and make use of the isomorphism
. This completes the proof.
It also follows that there is a faithful functor
Example. According to Theorem 15, the category C φ W · ,un (specK) is equivalent to the category of mixed H ur 1 -modules.
For a mixed H ur 1 -module V , we denote by V its pull-back on XK. Given another smooth variety YK and a morphism f : YK → XK, we can construct the restriction functor
In particular, a point i : specK → XK defines a functor
For an object E of C φ W · ,un (XK), one can define the log crystalline cohomology H i pst (XK; E). This is a finite-dimensional H ur 1 -module. There is a canonical isomorphism
6.4. Given two objects E and G of the category C φ W · ,un (XK), we denote by Ext i (E; G) the H ur 1 -module H i pst (XK; E * ⊗ G)). It possesses a canonical filtration W · Ext i (E; G) ⊂ Ext i (E; G) for i = 0, 1. The definition of the filtration on Hom(E; G) is obvious. We define the filtration on Ext 1 (E; G) in the following way: choose a smooth compactification X K →XK, set M = E * ⊗ G, and let W i+1 H 1 pst (XK; W i M ) be the preimage of Proposition 23. For i = 0, 1, the pair (Ext i (E; G); W · Ext i (E; G)) is a mixed H ur 1 -module. Proof. Without loss of generality, we can assume that XK is quasi-projective. Indeed, we can choose a smooth compactification XK →XK, a smooth projective variety YK, and a morphism f : YK →XK which is a birational isomorphism. The existence of the pair (YK; f ) follows from the Chow lemma. It is easy to see that the morphism f : f −1 (XK) → XK induces an isomorphism on the fundamental groups.
Next, we make use of the following lemma.
Lemma 24. Let U ⊂ P n K be a quasi-projective variety of dimension greater than or equal to 3. Then, for a general hyperplane section U ∩ H → U , the restriction functor
The proof is left to the reader. It follows that there exists a smooth surface ZK and a morphism g : ZK → XK such that g * DM un (XK) −→ DM un (ZK) is an equivalence. This, in turn implies that the pull-back functor g * C φ W · ,un (XK) → C φ W · ,un (ZK) is fully faithful. Hence, is suffices to prove the proposition for surfaces.
Of course, we can assume that E is the trivial F -crystal (i. e., E = Q ur p ). We prove the proposition by induction on the length of the weight filtration on G. Let r be the integer such that W r G = 0 and W r−1 G = 0. Consider the following exact sequence of H ur 1 -modules:
. By the induction hypothesis, H i pst (ZK; G/W r G) are mixed. On the other hand, the result of Mokrane (see 5.4) implies that the same is true for H i pst (ZK). Hence W r G ⊗ H i pst (ZK) are mixed. Finally, it is easy to check that all the morphisms in the above sequence are strictly compatible with the weight filtration. Now, the proposition follows from Lemma 21.
Corollary 25. The following exact sequence holds:
specK) (Q ur p ; Ext 1 (E; G)).
6.5.
For an integer r, we denote by C φ W · , r (XK) the full subcategory of C φ W · ,un (XK) which consists of the mixed F -crystals whose underlying de Rham local systems are unipotent of level r.
Theorem 26. There is a unique object Π ur r (XK) of C φ W · ,un (XK ×XK) characterised by the following property:
For any E in C φ W · ,r (XK × XK), there is a canonical isomorphism of mixed H ur 1modules Hom(Π ur r (XK); E) H 0 pst (XK; ∆ * E). Here ∆ : XK → XK × XK stands for the diagonal embedding.
Moreover, the de Rham realization functor (19) sends Π ur r (XK) to Π dR r (XK). Proof. We prove the theorem by induction on r. If r = 1, there is nothing to prove. Assume that Π ur r−1 (XK) is already constructed (and the assertion about the de Rham realization holds).
The identity morphism Id : Π ur r−1 (XK) → Π ur r−1 (XK) gives rise to a morphism of mixed modules 1 : Q ur p → ∆ * Π ur r−1 (XK).
Denote by I the kernel of the map
Proposition 23 implies that I is a mixed H ur 1 -module. Note that the de Rham realization of I * is canonically isomorphic to ker(Π dR r (XK) → Π dR r−1 (XK)). Lemma 27. There is a unique element
is equal to 0.
Proof. First, we make use of Corollary 25 and consider the following commutative diagram:
The first row is exact by Corollary 25. This implies the uniqueness of [Π ur r (XK)]. It remains to prove the existence. Choose a resolution (18). By definition, the category C φ W · ,un (XK × XK) is identified with a certain subcategory of C φ W · ,un (X 1 × X 1 × spec R L ur ).
Lemma 17 implies that there exists a unique extension
in the category C(X 0 ×X 0 × spec R L ur ) ⊗ Q satisfying (i) and (ii). Fix a lifting 1 : Q ur p → ∆ * Π ur r (XK).
It is easy to see that there is a unique F -structure on the crystal Π ur r (XK) such that all the morphisms in (21) and (22) commute with φ.
Finally, we define a weight filtration on Π ur r (XK). Sublemma 1. The class of extension (21) is in W 0 Ext 1 (Π ur r−1 (XK); I * ). The proof is omitted. Consider the extension
induced by (21).
Notation: for an extension of crystals 0 → E → G → K → 0, we let Spl(K; G) be the preimage of Id ∈ Hom(K; K) under the canonical map Hom(K; K) → Hom(K; G).
We have a canonical map Spl(W i Π ur r−1 (XK); ?) −→ Ext 1 (Π ur r−1 (XK)/W i Π ur r−1 (XK); I * /W i I * ). Let P be the preimage of W 0 Ext 1 (Π ur r−1 (XK)/W i Π ur r−1 (XK); I * /W i I * ) under this map.
Sublemma 2. For any i < 0, the set P consists of one element.
Proof. Consider the exact sequence
Hom(Π ur r−1 (XK);
). Hence, Sublemma 1 implies that P is not empty. On the other hand, W 0 Hom(W i Π ur r−1 (XK); I * /W i I * ) = 0. Therefore, P consists of one element.
It is clear that the element of P defines a splitting of (23). In turn, the latter gives rise to a subcrystal W i Π ur r (XK) ⊂ Π ur r (XK). This completes the proof of the lemma.
We leave it to the reader to check that the mixed crystal Π ur r (XK) represents the functor defined in the theorem. 6.6. Given a point i x0;x1 : specK → XK × XK, we define a mixed H ur 1 -module Π ur r (XK; x 0 ; x 1 ) := i * x0;x1 Π r (XK). Then, it is easy to see that Π ur r (XK; x 0 ; x 0 ) is an algebra in the tensor category C φ W · ,un (specK).
Corollary 28. The restriction to a point x 0 ∈ XK(K) defines an equivalence between the category C φ W · ,un (XK) and the category of modules over Π ur r (XK; x 0 ; x 0 ) in C φ W · ,un (specK). Denote this functor by i * x0 . We are going to use the same name for the fibre functor:
i * x0 : DM un (XK) → VectK. Thanks to (12), we have a natural isomorphism
). Here r(E) is the corresponding vector bundle on XK.
In turn, it gives rise to an isomorphism Π ur r (XK;
6.7. Remark. Suppose that the scheme XK is defined over K:
Then the category C φ W · ,un (XK) is equipped with an action of Gal(K/K) compatible with that on DM un (XK).
It gives rise to a Gal(K/K)-action on Π ur r (XK; x 0 ; x 1 ), provided that x i ∈ X K (K). Moreover, the isomorphism (24) commutes with the obvious action of Gal(K/K) on both sides.
Proof of Theorem B
Proposition 29. Let V r ⊂ Π ur r (X K ; x 0 ; x 1 ) be the subspace which consists of the elements v ∈ Π ur r (X K ; x 0 ; x 1 ) satisfying the following conditions:
Proof. Given a finite-dimensional H ur 1 -module V and an integer i, we define a certain subspace V i ⊂ V . For this purpose, we choose a finite unramified extension Q p ⊂ K 0 and an H 1 -stable lattice V 0 ⊂ V such thatV 0 ⊗ K0 Q ur p = V , take an integer c such that Fr c a = a for a ∈ K 0 , and define V i 0 ⊂ V 0 to be the maximal φ-invariant subspace, where all eigenvalues of φ c are Weil numbers of weight i (meaning that they are algebraic and |v(α)| = p ci 2 for any embedding v :Q → C).
. We prove the proposition by induction on r. Let P r be the preimage of V r−1 ⊗ Qp Q ur p under the canonical projection (Π ur r (X K ; x 0 ; x 1 )) 0 −→ (Π ur r−1 (X K ; x 0 ; x 1 )) 0 . We have to show that dim ker(P r (24)) an element of Π dR r (X K ; x 0 ; x 1 ) ⊗ K K st . This completes the proof of Theorem B.
8. Variations of p-adic Hodge structures 8.1. Notation. LetX be a smooth proper scheme over spec W (k), Z ⊂X be a normal crossings divisor relative to spec W (k), X =X − Z, X k = X × spec W (k) spec k, and X K = X × spec W (k) spec K.
We endowX with the log structure given by the divisor Z and spec W (k) with the trivial log structure (see 2.2). [a;a+b] (X) of filtered F -crystals onX, analogous to the category of variations of Hodge structures over the field of complex numbers. We copy the definition from [Fa] with merely decorative innovations. Fix integers a and b with 0 ≤ b ≤ p − 1.
Faltings defined a certain category MF
Definition. An object of MF [a;a+b] (X) consists of the following data:
(a) a coherent log F -crystal E onX; (b) a filtration on the corresponding coherent sheaf EX onX
by coherent subsheaves satisfying the Griffiths-transversality:
and the stabilisation condition F a EX = EX , F a+b+1 EX = 0. These are subject to the following conditions. (i) The sheaves F i EX /F i+1 EX are vector bundles onX.
To formulate next the condition, we first note that the coherent sheaf (Fr * E)X possesses a canonical filtration
It can be constructed by using local liftings of the Frobenius: given a U ⊂X together with a logarithmic Frobenius-lift Fr : U → U ( U stands for p-adic completion), we define Or, equivalently, we can consider E as a filtered crystal on (X k / spec W (k)) (see 2.5) and take the corresponding filtration on (Fr * E)X .
(ii) The restriction of φ : Fr * EX → EX
We use the name a variation of p-adic Hodge structure for an object of this category. Let K 0 stand for the trivial Hodge structure on spec W (k).
8.3. The following result is proven by Faltings.
Theorem 30. (a) Let E and G be objects of MF Q [a;a+b] (X), and let f : E → G be a morphism. Then f is strict for the filtrations.
(b) The category MF Q [a;a+b] (X) is Abelian. Because of the constraint on b, the category of variations of Hodge structures does not possess a tensor structure.
. Under a similar condition, we can define Hom between two variations.
8.4. LetȲ be another smooth proper scheme over spec W (k) together with a normal crossings divisor D ⊂Ȳ relative to spec W (k), and let f :X →Ȳ be a proper log smooth morphism of relative dimension d. Assume that f * (D) ≤ Z as divisors (i. e., f is smooth in codimension 1).
Theorem 31 (Faltings) . Let E be an object of MF Q [a;a+b] (X).
a+b+i] (Ȳ ). 8.5. We have the evident faithful functor MF Q [a;a+b] (X) −→ DM(X K0 ) to the category of vector bundles on X K0 with integrable connections.
Let E and G be objects of MF Q [a;a+b] (X) and 2b ≤ p−3. Thanks to the previous result, the vector spaces Hom DM(X K 0 ) (E; G), Ext 1 DM(X K 0 ) (E; G) carry canonical Hodge structures.
Proposition 32. We have the exact sequence
to be the class of the extension
It gives rise to an isomorphism γ : ker β Ext 1 (K 0 ; Hom DM(X K 0 ) (E; G)) with γα = 1.
It remains to show that the map β is surjective. Let
, we may assume that B is a log crystal onX. Moreover, we can choose an Fstructure φ : Fr * B → B and a filtration on F i B ⊂ B on the underlying coherent sheaf compatible with those on E and G. Then, for sufficiently large n, we have [Fa] .
We reproduce his construction here with some minor variations. the log structure on spec W (k)[T 1 , . . . , T m ] being given by the divisor 1≤i≤m T i = 0. We note that the schemeX can be covered by small open subschemes.
Choose a small subscheme U and denote by U = Spf R the corresponding padic formal scheme. LetR be the union of all finite extensions R k of R such that (pI Z ) N Ω 1 R k / R = 0 for sufficiently large N (I Z is the ideal corresponding to the immersion Z →X). We denote byÛ = SpfR the spectrum of the p-adic completion ofR.
We endowÛ with the log structure
So the map p :Û → U is a morphism of log schemes.
Consider the log crystalline cohomology
H 0 cris (Û × spec W (k) spec k/ spec W (k), p * E n | U ). The Galois group ofR over R acts on this space. On the other hand,the cohomology group is also equipped with an action of the operator φ * induced by φ : Fr * E → E. Finally, it possesses a canonical filtration. It comes from the identification H 0 cris (Û/ spec W (k), p * E n | U ) = H 0 cris (Û × spec W (k) spec k/ spec W (k), p * E n | U ) and the filtration on E.
One can prove that the higher cohomology groups vanish (this depends on the assumption that U is small).
We define
Faltings has proven that D(E n | U ) is a finite Abelian group of the same type as E n (meaning that the coherent sheaf E U is locally isomorphic to D(E n | U ) ⊗ O U ) equipped with the Gal(R/ R)-action.
Choose a covering ofX by small open subschemes U i . It easily follows from the result cited above that we can glue an etale locally constant sheaf onX K0 from D(E n | Ui ). We denote it by D(E n ).
The sheaves D(E i ) of Z/p i Z-modules define a locally constant p-adic sheaf D(E).
9.4. The following result is proven by Faltings.
Theorem 33. The functor
) is exact and fully faithful. Its image is closed under taking subobjects and quotients.
The functor D is compatible with the (partly defined ) tensor product and Hom.
Clearly, this implies that the same is true for the functor MF Q [a;a+p−2] (X) −→ Sh et Qp, (X K0 ).
B dR
10.1. We keep the notation of the previous section.
The main result of this section is the following theorem.
Theorem 34. Let i x : spec K → X K0 be a point and E be an object of the category MF Q [a;a+ p−3 2 ] (X). There is a canonical isomorphism
The isomorphism is compatible with the tensor structure.
10.2. The proof is based on the following result which is due to Kato [Ka2] (in fact, Kato formulated the result in a slightly less general form, but the proof works in our case as well). Let G be an F -crystal on the scheme spec R/ spec W (k) equipped with the canonical log structure: M spec R = R − 0. Recall (Theorem 15) that G gives rise to an H 1 -module Ψ un (E) together with an isomorphism
We denote byR the integral closure of R inK. Endow specR with the log structure M specR =R − 0. Consider the natural morphism of log schemes q : specR −→ spec R.
Theorem 35. The kernel of
is canonically isomorphic to H 0 cris (specR/spec W (k); q * G). This isomorphism commutes with the action of φ.
Proof of Theorem 34. We keep the notation of the previous section. The morphism i x extends toī x : spec R →X. Choose a small open subset x ∈ U ⊂X and a liftinḡ i x : SpfR →Û .
We have canonical morphisms
It is easy to see that the composition i * x D(E) → i * x EX ⊗ K B dR does not depend on the choice of the liftingī x . Hence it defines a morphism of functors For a point x ∈ X(W (k)), we let Π dR r (X K0 , x, x) stand for the algebra of endomorphisms of the corresponding fibre functor
The proof is omitted.
Theorem 37. Assume that r ≤ p−1 2 . There exists a unique object Π dR r (X K0 , x) of MF Q [−r+1;0],r (X), called the fundamental variation, characterised by the following property:
12.2. The main result of this section is the following theorem.
Theorem 38. There exists a unique variation of p-adic Hodge structure on the vector bundle Π dR r (X K0 ) with the following property: for any unipotent variation E ∈ MF Q [−r+1;0],r (X ×X), the map (26) is a morphism of variations of Hodge structures.
12.3. Proof. We construct the Hodge structure on Π dR r (X K0 ) by induction on r. First, we endow Π dR 1 (X K0 ) = O X K ×X K with the trivial Hodge structure. Next, we assume that the Hodge structure on Π dR r (K) is already constructed for all r < r. There is a canonical surjective homomorphism (given by 1)
The connection on the vector bundle ker p r is trivial. Moreover, there is a canonical isomorphism:
The group of automorphisms of the sequence
that are identity on the boundary terms is isomorphic to ker p r .
The proof is omitted. By Proposition 32 and the induction hypothesis, ker p r and Π dR r−1 (X K0 ) are endowed with Hodge structures.
Key Lemma. There exists a unique variation of Hodge structure on the middle term of (29) satisfying the following conditions.
(i) All maps in the exact sequence (29) are compatible with the Hodge structures. (ii) (28) is a morphism of variations of Hodge structures.
Proof. Consider the exact sequence from Proposition 32.
; O X K ×X K ) has a distinguished element: the identity morphism. It is easy to see that it coincides with the class of the extension (29).
Proof of Theorem A
14.1. We denote by Sh et Qp,r (X K0 ) the full subcategory of Sh et Qp (X K0 ) which consists of unipotent etale local systems of level r. (A local system E is called unipotent of level r if there exists a filtration 0 = E 0 → E 1 → · · · → E r = E such that E i /E i−1 are isomorphic to pullbacks of sheafs on spec K 0 .) Let Π et r (X K0 ) be the fundamental local system on X K0 × X K0 . It is characterised by the property that, for any E ∈ Sh et Qp,r (X K0 × X K0 ), there is a canonical isomorphism Hom Sh et Qp,r (X K 0 ×X K 0 ) (Π et r (X K0 ); E) H 0 et (∆; ∆ * E).
Theorem 41. Assume that p ≤ p−1 2 . There is a canonical isomorphism D(Π dR r (X K0 )) Π et r (X K0 ). Proof. The canonical morphism 1 : O ∆ → ∆ * Π dR r (X K0 ) induces a map Q p −→ ∆ * D(Π dR r (X K0 )), which, in turn, gives rise to a morphism f : Π et r (X K0 ) −→ D(Π dR r (X K0 )). First, we show that f is surjective. Since D is fully faithful, it suffices to check that, for any E ∈ MF Q [−r+1;0],r (X ×X), the canonical morphism A : Hom Sh et Qp,r (X K 0 ×X K 0 ) (D(Π dR r (X K0 )); D(E)) −→ Hom Sh et Qp,r (X K 0 ×X K 0 ) (Im f ; D(E)) is an isomorphism. It follows from the universal property of Π dR r (X K0 ) that Hom Sh et Qp,r (X K 0 ×X K 0 ) (D(Π dR r (X K0 )); D(E)) Hom MF Q [−r+1;0] (spec W (k)) (K 0 ; H 0 dR (∆; ∆ * E)).
On the other hand, we have Hom Sh et Qp,r (X K 0 ×X K 0 ) (Π et r (X K0 ); D(E)) H 0 et (∆; ∆ * DE).
Finally, combining this with the isomorphism Hom MF Q [−r+1;0] (spec W (k)) (K 0 ; H 0 dR (∆; ∆ * E)) H 0 et (∆; ∆ * D(E)) we obtain the inverse map A −1 . This proves the subjectivity of f . Since dim Qp Π et r (X K0 ) = dim K0 Π dR r (X K0 ), f is an isomorphism.
We can make use of Theorem 34 to derive the following result.
Corollary 42. Given a pair of points x 0 , x 1 ∈ X K0 (K), we have a canonical isomorphism Π et r (X K0 , x 0 , x 1 ) × Qp B dR Π dR r (X K0 , x 0 , x 1 ) ×K B dR . This proves Theorem A.
14.2. Remark. It seems likely that one can make use of the Q p -theory [Fa] (associated convergent F -isocrystals, ...) and generalise the above argument to prove Theorem A for any smooth variety over a finite extension of Q p (with no restrictions on p).
p-adic integration
15.1. Let X be a smooth variety over C and E be a vector bundle with an integrable connection ∇ : E −→ E ⊗ Ω 1 X . The parallel translation T λ : E x0 E x1 (32) along a path is a generalisation of the integration of 1-forms. Let us define it explicitly.
Given a 1-form ω, we define E to be the trivial vector bundle on X with basis e −1 , e 0 ; a connection ∇ : E → E ⊗ Ω 1 X is given in this basis by the formula ∇(s) = A s + ds, where A = 0 ω 0 0 .
The parallel translation (32) is given by the matrix
15.2. Next, we let X K be a smooth geometrically connected scheme over K, ω be a closed 1-form, and x 0 , x 1 ∈ X K K. We make use of the canonical parallel translation C x0,x1,X K (6) and of (33) to define a p-adic integral x1 x0 ω ∈ K st . Proposition 43. The integral x1 x0 ω coincides with Colmez's integral. This follows from Conjecture 1 (see 1.17) proven in the rank two case by Colmez.
Appendix
16.1. In this appendix, we prove a special case of the monodromy conjecture (see 5.4).
Theorem 44. Let XK be a proper smooth scheme of finite type over specK. Then the H ur 1 -submodule of H n pst (XK) generated by H 1 pst (XK) and H 2 pst (XK) is pure of weight n. (For the definition of purity, see 5.2.)
Corollary 45. Let XK be a smooth scheme of finite type over specK. Then, for n ≤ 2, (H n pst (XK); W · ) is mixed.
16.2. Weakly admissible modules. The definitions and results recollected bellow are due to Fontaine [FoIl] . A filtered (φ, N )-module over K is an H 1 -module V together with a decreasing filtration F i V , i ∈ Z, on V K = V ⊗ K0 K satisfying i F i V = V and i F i V = 0. The filtered (φ, N )-modules form an additive category MF K (φ, N ).
For any object V of MF K (φ, N ) of dimension 1, we define t H (V ) to be the biggest integer i such that F i V K = V K ; if φv = λv, we define t N (V ) as the padic valuation of λ. For any object V whose underlying vector space is finitedimensional, we put
A subspace V ⊂ V of an object of MF K (φ, N ) is called a subobject if V is stable under the action of H 1 . We endow it with the filtration F
. It is known that the category M F a K (φ, N ) of weakly admissible modules is Tannakian (in particular, Abelian).
The last result implies that the weak admissibility is preserved by the finite extensions of scalars, i. e., we have a functor MF a K (φ, N ) −→ MF a L (φ, N ), where L ⊃ K is a finite extension. It allows one to define the category M F ā K (φ, N ). It follows from the results of [Ts] that for any smooth proper scheme of finite type over specK, the filtered (φ, N )-module H i pst (XK) (the filtration is the Hodge filtration on H i pst (XK) ⊗ Q ur pK H i dR (XK)) is weakly admissible. 16.3. Lemma. Let f : P → Q be a morphism of finite-dimensional H ur 1 -modules, and let V := ker f . Assume that P is pure of weight n and t N (V ) = n·dim V 2 . Then V is pure of weight n.
Proof. It suffices to prove the statement for a morphism of finite-dimensional H 1modules. Fix an integer c such that Fr c acts trivially on K 0 . We have the decom-
where V i is the maximal φ-invariant subspace such that all eigenvalues of φ c | V i are Weil numbers of weight ci. We have to show that, for any i, the map
is an isomorphism. Assume that this is not the case. It follows from the purity of P that the last map is injective. Hence the assumption implies that the eigenvalue of φ c on the eigenvalue of the operator φ c : top V → top V is a Weil number α of weight less than or equal to c(n·dim V −2). On the other hand, the p-adic valuation of α is equal to c n·dim V 2 . It follows that p −c n·dim V 2 α is an algebraic integer. On the other hand, it is a Weil number of negative weight. The contradiction completes the proof.
16.4. Proof of Theorem 44. By the Chow lemma, we can find a smooth projective variety YK ⊂ P N and a proper morphism f : YK → XK, which is a birational equivalence. Next, we choose a plane H ⊂ P N such that S := H ∩ Y is a smooth connected surface.
The weak Lefschetz theorem implies that, for n ≤ 2, the map r : H n pst (XK) −→ H n pst (S) is injective. By the result of [Mo] , the module H n pst (S) is pure of weight n. Since both modules are weakly admissible, so is coker r. On the other hand, it is easy to see that t H (coker r) = n·dim coker r 2 . (For example, we can embedK into C and use the fact that coker r possesses a Hodge structure of weight 2.) Hence, t N (coker r) = n·dim coker r 2
. The lemma applied to the dual map implies that H n pst (XK) is pure for n ≤ 2. It remains to apply a similar argument to the map i+2j=n H 1 pst (XK) ⊗ i ⊗ H 2 pst (XK) ⊗ j −→ H n pst (XK).
